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... Galeria Dante
Jean-Gabriel Lambert was born in

Montreal, Canada. The artistic journey
that he embarked upon twenty years ago
has led him around the world in a quest
for inspiration. For the past few years,
his favorite destination has been Mexico,
Puerto Vallarta in particular, where he is
inspired by the light and colors of its
spectacular natural environment.

Lambert first came into the public
eye through acting and dance . As his
vo ice and dance technique developed, his
imagination took free rein. He directed a
video in which he played two characters
who confront one another. Later, he
added writ ing and singing to his artistic
accomplishments and soon after, in a
natu ral progression, he began drawing
and painting.

Aga in and aga in, hi s -canvases
. interweave intimate stories and universal
issues . In 'Glo ba l Warming,' inner
turbulence finds its echo-in the cosmos .
In another painting, we imagine ourselves
floating above an immense landscape , and
at the same time, we see a wound on a
body. The paint is laid on densely, darkly,

with blues the color of night bordering
white beaches, likc waves of serenity.

The human form is never very far
away. Often, figures insinuate themselves
into the paintings, taking shape through
the abstrac t ge stural flux . Figurative
images rise to the surface: here a mouth
and there, a body... words written directly
onto th e canvas convey a closer
relationship to meaning, leaving the work
open and in movement. A canvas never
has a sing le meaning when seen throug h
the eyes of others, it lives and it grows.

Jean-Gabriel Lambert ' s artistic
expression continues to emerge and assert
itself as he moves forward in life . In the
three years that Jean-Gabriel has shown
in Vallarta his wo rks have matu red
considerab ly. He is one of Galleria Dante's
best promoters. His enthusiasm for his
0\\-'0 work and fellow artists is end less.

Please show your support of these
two fine artists on Saturday, January gill,
from 6 to 10 p.m ., when Galeria Dante
will host an exposition of Mcgrail's and
Lambert's ne west work s. For more
in form at ion, ca ll 222-2477 or view
paintings on Ga lleria Dan te 's web site
www.ga lleriadante.com.


